We have introduced interpreted systems I = (R, π) and its
semantics (I, r, m) |= A for all formulas, where R is a
set of runs and π is a function on global states which gives
the truth of primitive propositions at a point (r,m). Thus, the
truth of a primitive proposition q at a point (r,m) depends
only on the global state r(m) .

Knowledge in Multi-Agent Systems

This seems like a natural assumption. Quite often, in fact, the
truth of a primitive proposition q of interest does not
depend on the whole global state, but only on the component
of some particular agent.
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For example, the truth of a statement “process 2 received
from process 1 a message” might depend only on process
2’ state. In that case, we expect π to respect the locality
of q , i. e. if s, s’ ε G and s ~i s’ , then π(s)(q) = π(s)(q).
We
Wecan
canalso
alsoimagine
imaginestatements
statementsthat
thatdepend
dependon
onmore
moretha
thannjust
justone
oneglobal
globalstate.
state.
Consider,
Consider,for
forexample,
example,aastatement
statement “at
“atsome
somelater
laterpoint
pointininthe
therun
runthe
thevariable
variable xx
isisset
to
5”.
There
could
be
two
points
(r,
m)
and
(r’,
m’)
with
the
same
global
set to 5”. There could be two points (r, m) and (r’, m’) with the same global
state,
state,such
suchthat
thatthis
thisstatement
statementisistrue
trueatat (r,
(r,m)
m) and
andfalse
falseatat (r’,
(r’,m’).
m’).

Thus,
Thus,such
suchaatemporal
temporalcannot
cannotbe
berepresented
representedby
byany
anyformula
formulaininour
ourlanguage.
language.This
This
isisaaconsequence
consequenceofofthe
thefollowing
followingproposition.
proposition.
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Proposition. For every formula A ε LnCD , if r(m) = r’(m’),
then
(I, r, m) |= A iff (I, r’, m’) |= A.
(1)
Proof.

We proceed by the complexity of the formula A .

• If A is a primitive proposition q , (r, m) and (r’, m’ ) are equal
global states then we have (I, r, m) |= q iff (I, r’, m’) |= q since
π(r, m)(q) = π(r’, m’)(q)
• If A is a formula ¬B , from the induction hypothesis we have
(I, r, m) |= B iff (I, r’, m’) |= B and hence A is not true either in
(I, r, m) nor in (I, r’, m’) . Hence (1) holds.
• We proceed similarly if A is the formula B & C .
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Definition. (Validity of formulas in interpreted systems)
• If A is a formula KiB then r(m) = r’(m’) implies that every state

s ε G connected with r(m) by an edge in Ki is connected with
r’(m’) by the same edge. Thus , if (I, s) |= B for every such s , we
have the same for every s connected with r’(m’).
Thus, (I, r, m) |= KiB iff (I, r’, m’) |= KiB and (1) holds for every i.
• To get (1) for C B and D B we proceed by induction on

En .

While
Whilewe
wecould
coulddeal
dealwith
withthis
thisproblem
problemby
byallowing
allowingthe
thetruth
truthofofprimitive
primitiveproposition
propositiontoto
depend
dependon
onthe
thepoint,
point,and
andnot
notjust
justthe
theglobal
globalstate,
state,the
themore
moreappropriate
appropriateway
waytotoexexpress
presssuch
suchtemporal
temporalstatements
statementsisistotoadd
addmodal
modaloperators
operatorsfor
fortime
timeinto
intothe
thelanguage.
language.
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Note
Notethat
thatthis
thisnotion
notionofofknowledge
knowledgesatisfies
satisfiesall
allthe
theaxioms
axiomsofofS5,
S5,since
since ~~i i isisan
anequiequivalence
valencerelation.
relation.We
Wehave
haveseen
seenalready
alreadythat
thatthe
theDistribution
Distribution(Kripke)
(Kripke)Axion
Axionand
andthe
the
Generalization
Rule
both
hold.
We
have
seen
that
these
propertie
hold
in
every
Generalization Rule both hold. We have seen that these propertie hold in every
Kripke
Kripkestructure
structureno
nomatter
matterhow
howwe
wedefine
definethe
the KKi i relation
relationinin MMI I As
Asaaconsequence,
consequence,
agents
agentsknow
knowall
alllogical
logicalconsequences
consequencesofoftheir
theirknowledge
knowledgeand
andthey
theyknow
knowall
allvalid
valid
formulas.
formulas.

Recall that we allow the agents in our system to be processed in
a distributive system. It may be strange to view such inanimate
agents as possessing knowledge and, in fact as being “logically
omniscient”.
Nevertheless,
Nevertheless,the
theabove
abovedefinition
definition ofofknowledge
knowledgeisisconsistent
consistentwith
withatatleast
leastone
oneway
wayitit
isisused
usedininpractice.
practice.For
Forexample,
example,when
whensomeone
someoneanalyzing
analyzingaadistributed
distributedprotocol
protocolsays
says
“process
“process22does
doesnot
notknow
knowthat
thatprocess
process33isisfaulty
faultyatatthe
theend
endofofround
round55ininrun
run r r “.“.This
This
mean
meanssthat
thatthere
thereisisaapoint
pointatatwhich
whichprocess
process33isisfaulty,
faulty,which
whichisisindistinguishable
indistinguishabletoto
process
process22from
fromthe
thepoint
point (r,
(r,5).
5).
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(i) We say that a formula A is valid in the interpreted
sytem I = (R, π) , if (I, r, m) |= A for all points (r, m)
in I.
(ii) For a class C of interpreted systems, we say that a
formula A is valid in C , and write C |= A if A is
valid in every interpreted system I ε C .
We
Wenow
nowhave
haveaaconcrete
concreteinterpretation
interpretationfor
forknowledge
knowledgeininmulti-agent
multi-agentsystems.
systems.
As
Aswe
wealready
alreadyhave
havesaid,
said,this
thisinterpretation
interpretationofofknowledge
knowledgeisisan
an external
external one,
one,
ascribed
ascribedtotothe
theagents
agentsby
bysomeone
someonereasoning
reasoningabout
aboutthe
thesystem.
system.We
Wedo
donot
not
assume
assumethat
thatthe
theagents
agentscompute
computetheir
theirknowledge
knowledgeininany
anyway,
way,or
orthat
thatthey
theycan
can
answer
answerquestions
questionsbased
basedon
ontheir
theirknowledge.
knowledge.
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There are certain applications, however, for which the externally ascribed knowledge is inappropriate. We shall consider
an example involving knowledge bases , where it may be
more appropriate to consider bases’s knowledge as beliefs.
The
Thedifference
differenceconsists
consistsininthe
thefact
factthat
thatthe
theagent
agentcan
canbelieve
believesome
somefacts
factsthat
thatare
are
not
nottrue.
true.Hence
Hencethe
theAxiom
AxiomofofTruth
Truthdoes
doesnot
nothold
holdfor
forbeliefs.
beliefs.

It can be shown that by using a slightly different Ki relations instead of ~i , we do get a reasonable notion of belief.
Of course, we still have the problem of logical omniscience.
To start with somethig now, we will still use the external
notion of knowledge to analyze multi-agent systems.
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Example 2. (The bit transmission problem analyzed in informed systems)

• (Rbt, r, m ) |= recbit if rR(m) is not λ ,

Consider the bit-transmission problem again. Now we take Φ to
consist of six primitive propositions:

• (Rbt, r, m) |= recack if rS(m) = (0, ack) or rS(m) = (1, ack),

bit = 0, bit = 1, recbit, recack, sendbit and sendack , representing two assertions about S’s initial value of bit, assertions saying that R has received S’s message, S received R’s acknowledgment, S has just sent a message, and R has just send a message, respectively.
=
where
The appropriate interpreted system is
bt
consists of the set of runs from Eample 1, and π is such that
Ibt

•

(Rbt,

(Rbt,

πbt)

Rbt ,

r, m) |= bit = k if rS(m) is either k or (k, ack), i = 1, 2
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Just as the way we choose the model the local states in the
system depend on the analysis we plan to carry out, the same
applies to the choice of primitive propositions.
Intuitively, after R receives the S’s bit, then R knows the
value of the bit. Indeed it is easy to check that if (r, m) is a
point such that rR(m) = k and k is not λ , i.e. R received
S’s bit by that point, then (I, r, m) |= KR(bit = k) . This is
because at all other points (r’, m’) , if (r, m) = (r’, m’), then
S must have initial bit k at (r’, m’) .
Similarly, when S receives R’s ack message, then S
knows that R knows the initial bit. More formally, if
rS(m) = (k, ack), then (I, r, m) |= KS KR(bit = k).
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• (Rbt, r, m) |= senbit if the last tuple in re(m) is either
(sendbit, Λ) or (sendbit , sendack), and
• (Rbt, r, m) |= sendack if the last tuple in re(m) is either
(Λ, sendack) or (sendbit , sendack) .
Note
Notethat
thatthe
thetruth
truthvalueof
valueofall
allthese
theseprimitive
primitivepropositions
propositionsisiscompletely
completelydetermined
determined
by
the
global
state,
since
we
assumed
the
environment’s
state
by the global state, since we assumed the environment’s staterecords
recordsthe
theevents
events
taking
takingplace
placeininthe
thesystem.
system.
InInfact
factititisiseasy
easytotosee
seethat
that bit
bit==0,0,bit
bit==1,1,and
and recack
recack are
arelocal
localtoto SS and
and that
that
recack
recackisislocal
localtoto RR. .
For
Forthe
thereminder
reminderofofour
ourdicussion
dicussionininthis
thisexample,
example,we
weneed
needonly
onlythe
theprimitive
primitive
propositions
propositions bit
bit==00and
andbit
bit==11, ,the
theother
otherprimitive
primitiveproposition
propositionwill
willbe
beuseful
usefullater.
later.
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It is easy to see, in this setting, if S stops sending
messages to R before S knows that R knows the value
of the bit
i.e. before either KS KR(bit = 0) or KS KR(bit = 1) holds,
then is is possible that R will never receive the bit.
Although
Althoughwe
wedo
donot
notprovide
provideaaformal
formalproof
proofofofthei
theifact
facthere,
here,this
thisobservation
observation
already
alreadysuggests
suggeststhe
thepower
powerofofthe
theknowledge-based
knowledge-basedapproach.
approach.ItItallows
allowsus
ustoto
relate
relateactions,
actions,such
suchas
assending
sendingaamessage
messageor
orreceiving
receivingaamessage,
message,totostate
stateofof
knowledge,
knowledge,and
andthen
thenuse
usethe
thestates
statesofofknowledge
knowledgeas
asaaguide
guidetotowhat
whatactions
actions
should
shouldfollow.
follow.We
Weshall
shallinvestigate
investigatethese
theseissues
issuesiningreater
greaterdetail
detaillater
later
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The operators, we use to extend our language are
Incorporating Time

•

Motivation.

• <> (“eventually”),

Example 1 has shown that our language is not expressive enough to
handle conveniently the full complexity of even simle situations. For
example, we might want to make state-ments like “the receiver eventually knows the sender’s initial bit”. We have already observed that we
cannot express such temporal statements in our language.

To be able to make temporal statements, we extend our language by adding temporal operators, which are new modal
operators for talking about time. From the variety of such
operators, we focus here on four of them.

(“always”), its dual,

• O (“next time”) and
• U (“until”)
Intuitively,
Intuitively, AA isistrue
trueifif AA isistrue
truenow
nowand
andatatall
alllater
laterpoints;
points; <>A
<>A isistrue
trueifif AA
isistrue
trueatatsome
somepoint
pointininthe
thefuture;
future; OA
OA isistrue
trueifif AA isistrue
trueatatthe
thenext
nextstep;
step;and
and
AAUUBB isistrue
trueifif AA isistrue
trueuntil
until BB isistrue.
true.

More formally, in interpretated systems, we have
(I, r, m) |=

A iff (I, r, m’) |= A for all m’ > m,

(I, r, m) |= <>A iff (I, r, m’) |= A for some m’ > m ,
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iff (I, r, m+1) |= A, and

(I, r, m) |= A U B iff (I, r, m’) |= B for some m’ > m and
.
(I, r, m”) |= A for all m”, m < m”< m’
Note
Notethat
thatour
ourinterpretation
interpretationofof OA
OA as
as “A
“A holds
holdsatatthe
thenext
nextstep”
step”makes
makessense
senseinin
discrete
discretetime
time(which
(whichisisour
ourcase).
case).All
Allthe
theother
othertemporal
temporaloperators
operatorsmake
makeperfect
perfect
sense
senseeven
evenfor
forcontinuous
continuoustime.
time.

It is easy to show that
A <-> ¬<>¬A
..
<>A <-> ¬ ¬A
<>A <-> true U A
Thus, we can take O and U as basic operators, and define
and <> in terms of U .
.
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